
I N V E S T I G A T I O N S
Effective use of private investigation services and intelligence gathering can prove vital in personal 

or commercial disputes. The practice of evidence collection by covert surveillance can prove a 
significant advantage to defending or prosecuting legal cases.


C A PA B I L I T Y  O V E R V I E W  
__________________________ 


Westacre Investigations provide a 
global capability with a history of 

positive results. 


✦ Private Investigators

✦ Legal evidence

✦ Intelligence gathering 

✦ Surveillance (physical & technical)

✦ Anti-surveillance training

✦ Counter-surveillance

✦ Debtor tracing & debt collection

✦ Asset tracing, tracking & recovery

✦ Vehicle and asset tracking

✦ Professional witness

✦ Corporate infiltration 

✦ Stalking & harassment 

✦ Polygraph testing (lie detectors)

✦ Body language & psychometrics 

✦ Undercover workers & employee 

diligence

✦ Missing/wanted person searches

✦ Corporate disputes, fraud & 

corruption

✦ Commercial competitor 

intelligence

✦ Insurance investigations

✦ Matrimonial, prenuptial & infidelity

✦ Commercial testing & mystery 

shopping

✦ Forensics (PC/phone) & data 

recovery

✦ Covert video and audio devices

✦ Open-source intelligence 

✦ TSCM (bug sweeps)

✦ Due diligence 

✦ Mediation & dispute resolution

✦ Anti-social behaviour evidence

✦ Rural theft prevention

Using properly trained and experienced 
operatives to conduct surveillance and 
carry out investigations is essential to 
ensure positive results.


All our investigations personnel are highly trained and 
experienced with backgrounds in UK Special Forces, 
covert police units and intelligence services.


Technical surveillance can prove an effective and cheaper 
surveillance tool than physical manpower options. 
Equipment can be left in place for long periods of time with 
motion triggers and live video transmission capabilities. 
Covert cameras, microphones and vehicle tracking devices 
are commonly used during our intelligence gathering tasks.  

The use of covert surveillance is becoming more 
common in rural communities where an increase in crime 
has seen the theft of machinery and livestock become a 
real concern.


Properly documented evidence can prove effective in 
resolving disputes long before they end up in court. The 
presentation of accurately gathered surveillance footage 
and other intelligence is often enough to deter someone 
from pursuing a legal option.   

Westacre Investigations provide bespoke 
solutions to a wide range of private and 

commercial clients. We operate with the utmost 
professionalism and discretion. Get in touch for 

further information and advice.  

Part of the Westacre Security Group   www.westacresecurity.com 

http://www.westacresecurity.com
http://www.westacresecurity.com

